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If you require additional copies of this booklet, please contact in-
itially the Clerk to Dolton Parish Council  

Local Facilities 

The only general store within the area covered by this booklet is Church 
Street Stores in Dolton. It is ‘open all hours’ and stocks a bewildering array of 
almost everything (tel 01805 804205). 

There are five excellent pubs available on or near the walks covered by this 
booklet: 
 The Rams Head Inn, South Street, Dolton - tel 01805 804255 
 The Royal Oak, the Square, Dolton - tel 01805 804288 
 The Duke of York, Iddesleigh - tel 01837 810253 
 The Maltscoop Inn, Merton - tel 01805 603924 
 The Globe Inn, Exeter Road, Beaford - tel 01805 603496 

All the above serve good locally produced fresh food and a range of drinks 
including local beers and ciders - the authors have tried most of them! 

Public toilets - available in The Square, Dolton 
Bus service - the only regular bus is the Stagecoach service 315 between 

Exeter and Barnstaple which diverts into Dolton to the bus stop at the top of 
Rectory Road, about nine times a day (not Sunday), see timetable for details.   



 

So if you see a new house under construction or trees being felled, perhaps you should 
not be horrified at the changes but embrace them as a natural part of what has always hap-
pened; trees will be re-grown and the house may well replace one which fell down years ago. 

In the early 1970’s Dolton’s church tower was 
changed from its original plain render to the reddish-pink 
colour we see today. Here and there a wind turbine pops 
up, or someone paints their house in a rather loud shade; 
but these things will change and the landscape will still 
be there making a beautiful backdrop to all this. Cables 
and modern technology will change or even disappear, 
colours will fade and in the end, frankly, it all becomes 
part of a continually evolving landscape. 

In spite of all the changes, the rural nature of the area remains largely unspoilt, with no 
large urban sprawls and just two relatively quiet main roads - the A3124 from Winkleigh to 
Great Torrington and the A386 from Hatherleigh to Great Torrington. However, the area is 
criss-crossed by quiet country lanes which in most cases are suitable for walkers and cyclists 
alike, and that is by far the best way to see, absorb and appreciate it. The same route walked 
in different weather, seasons or just the time of day will reveal something new each time.  

The architecture of the area is as you would expect, rural Devon, 
with many examples of thatched cottages built with cob and stone. 
The traditional Devon Longhouse can still be seen, and many 
roads are bordered by ancient Devon banks. 
Both parishes have thriving churches - St Edmund’s in Dolton 
(13th century) and St Peter’s in Dowland (12th century) - both are 
well worth a visit and are on some of the walks. 
This is the countryside that James Ravilious loved to photograph, 
and it is still home to the kinds of people he captured in his won-
derful pictures; Archie Parkhouse, one of his favourite subjects, 
may no longer walk the lanes, but the scenery, the views, the am-
bience is out there waiting for you to find it. 

There is an abundance of wildlife to be seen. A visit to the hide in Halsdon Wood soon 
reveals who has recently spotted what - an otter, kingfisher, woodpecker or deer. The effort 
of walking there and the patience to sit and wait a while is often richly rewarded. 
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Over hills bedecked with verdant green 
And twinkling streams in valleys deep 
And little woods aglow with flowers 

Just fill your lives with love anew 
Aesthetic cups can overflow 
For them with mind in tune 

No town on earth has riches thus 
For natures wealth is life renewed 

In flora and in fauna sweet 
For those whose eyes can see 

Profoundly drink of nature’s bounty 
Where else to live but Devon county 



This booklet has been written and created by volunteers for the benefit of our 
residents and visitors alike. It is a project which has been made possible through 
Torridge District Council’s Town & Parish funding scheme, the aim of which is 
to fund small projects involving two or more parishes or towns in the district, in 
this case the neighbouring parishes of Dolton and Dowland.  

The funding has paid solely for the printing. All the research, writing and pub-
lishing has been the voluntary work of two Dolton residents, Roger Dunn and 
Alan Haynes, who are both keen walkers and Dolton Parish Councillors.  

Thanks to the funding, it has been possible to provide every household in both 
parishes with a free copy, as well as an ongoing supply to all local businesses, 
in particular those involved in hospitality and tourism.  

So whether you are a resident or a visitor, we hope you will take time to explore 
and enjoy our lovely area whilst getting some good exercise in the process!        
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